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ABSTRACT A key feature for Internet of Things (IoT) is to control what content is available to each user.
To handle this access management, encryption schemes can be used. Due to the diverse usage of encryption
schemes, there are various realizations of 1-to-1, 1-to-n, and n-to-n schemes in the literature. This multitude
of encryption methods with a wide variety of properties presents developers with the challenge of selecting
the optimal method for a particular use case, which is further complicated by the fact that there is no overview
of existing encryption schemes. To fill this gap, we envision a cryptography encyclopedia providing such
an overview of existing encryption schemes. In this survey paper, we take a first step towards such an
encyclopedia by creating a sub-encyclopedia for secure group communication (SGC) schemes, which belong
to the n-to-n category. We extensively surveyed the state-of-the-art and classified 47 different schemes. More
precisely, we provide (i) a comprehensive overview of the relevant security features, (ii) a set of relevant
performance metrics, (iii) a classification for secure group communication schemes, and (iv) workflow
descriptions of the 47 schemes. Moreover, we perform a detailed performance and security evaluation of the
47 secure group communication schemes. Based on this evaluation, we create a guideline for the selection
of secure group communication schemes.
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INDEX TERMS Secure group communication (SGC), SGC classification, security features, performance
metrics, communication costs, computation costs, guidelines.

I. INTRODUCTION17

The recent emergence of rapid network technologies has18

led to a significant increase in the Internet speed and con-19

nectivity [2]. As electronic communications and information20

services become more sophisticated, applications involving21

multiple entities grow in importance [3]. Various applications22

have emerged in which multiple users are simultaneously23

connected, such as video conferences, Pay-Tv, group chats24

on social networks, or online games. Also, devices com-25

municating in smart environments [2], [4] belong in this26

category. Such applications require efficient distribution of27

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Jiafeng Xie.

messages between the many involved participants with dif- 28

ferent requirements concerning the security level. 29

The term Internet of Things (IoT) refers to the interconnec- 30

tion of objects (things) that communicate via networks using 31

various identifying and communication technologies [5]. The 32

steadily growing numbers of online services and IoT devices 33

gather and share vast amounts of data [6]. In addition, more 34

and more IoT applications involving group communication 35

permeate various important areas of our everyday lives. 36

These areas include smart factory, remote healthcare, smart 37

home, smart mobility, traffic management, and more [5]. The 38

new 5G technology immensely accelerates data transfer and 39

allows further scaling of the connectivity process [6]. The 40

introduction of 5G will result in faster broadband speeds 41
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and more reliable mobile networks and accelerate progress42

in smart cities, smart vehicles, and smart manufacturing [7].43

These developments open up new possibilities for numerous44

applications involving multiple communicating parties.45

However, this promising digital transformation will not46

reach its potential unless consumers can trust in the privacy47

and security of their data [6]. IoT applications gather and48

share vast amounts of data, including sensitive data, for exam-49

ple, monitored healthcare information [5]. Therefore, it is50

important that users are always in control of their data and51

can control access to it. Unfortunately, in the past companies52

developing IoT devices often fail to address this need for53

security and privacy [6]. IoT devices had been often deployed54

without even bearing security in mind [8]. This led to the55

largest Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attack in 2016,56

executed by thousands of compromised IoT devices trans-57

formed into a botnet to knock down various Internet services,58

such as Netflix or Spotify [8].59

To prevent such attacks in the future and to better protect60

users’ data, it is essential to ensure more security by encrypt-61

ing IoT communication. In addition, legal regulations such62

as the General Data Protection Regulation [9] now indirectly63

prescribe the use of encryption. This is not an easy task64

for developers, as group communication (n-to-n communica-65

tion) is more difficult to encrypt than 1-to-1 communication.66

In n-to-n communication, messages must be encrypted for67

a group of recipients. An example n-to-n communication68

scenario in the IoT environment consisting of a smartwatch,69

a doctor, and a health insurance company is illustrated in70

Figure 1a. A naive approach to encrypt such n-to-n commu-71

nication would be for the sender of a message to encrypt72

the messages for each recipient individually, as shown in73

Figure 1b. However, this approach would be very inefficient74

because the encryption overhead would grow linearly with75

the group size, which would not be feasible on resource-76

constrained IoT devices. A more efficient way to handle77

n-to-n encryption would be to encrypt a message only once so78

that each groupmember can decrypt the message, as shown in79

Figure 1c. In literature, there are numerous so-called Secure80

Group Communication (SGC) schemes [5], [10] providing81

precisely this functionality.82

However, the large number of different SGC schemes com-83

plicates the selection of a specific scheme for a given use84

case. One of the reasons is fundamental differences in the pro-85

cess architecture and workflow. For example, some schemes86

require the presence of a trusted third party (e.g., [12]87

and [13]) while others do not (e.g., [14] and [15]). In addition,88

the schemes offer a wide variety of security features and differ89

in terms of performance. Thus, developers need an appro-90

priate overview of the schemes’ properties and workflows91

as well as guidelines supporting the selection of a specific92

scheme for a given use case.93

However, there is only one survey by Cheikhrouhou [10]94

that provides both an overview and a guideline for95

selecting a particular scheme. Specifically, Cheikhrouhou’s96

overview surveys the analysis of 22 schemes based on ten97

FIGURE 1. Illustration of a group communication scenario in (a) and its
naive or efficient encryption in (b) or (c), respectively. (Used image
sources [11].)

different aspects. Based on this analysis, Cheikhrouhou rec- 98

ommends one of the 22 schemes using three decision criteria. 99

In this survey paper, we extend the survey of Cheikhrouhou 100

by analyzing additional 25 schemes considering 12 different 101

aspects. We use this expanded knowledge base to recommend 102

a concrete scheme that considers one additional decision 103

criterion besides Cheikhrouhou’s decision criteria. Moreover, 104

when recommending a scheme, we consider not only its 105

performance but also its security features. 106

More specifically, the contributions of our survey 107

paper are: 108

1) Thoroughful literare analysis of the state-of-the-art for 109

SGC schemes. 110

2) Analysis and comparison of 47 SGC schemes based on 111

twelve performance metrics and security features. 112

3) Definition of selection guidelines for SGC schemes. 113

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. 114

In Section II, we provide background information required 115

for understanding SGC schemes. In Section III, we give an 116
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overview of related work and a delimitation to this work.117

Next, in Section IV, we present our survey methodology.118

In addition to the procedure of our literature review, we also119

show the security features and performance metrics we deter-120

mined and the classification approach for SGC schemes.121

We also present the decision criteria used to create guidelines122

for the selection of methods. In Sections V, VI, and VII,123

we present the schemes we found using our survey methodol-124

ogy, grouped by category, and identify their security features125

and performance. We present the derived method selection126

guidelines in Section VIII. Finally, we conclude the paper in127

Section IX.128

II. BACKGROUND129

In this section, we provide the required background informa-130

tion on group communication schemes, security, and encryp-131

tion in general. We first define SGC schemes and then132

describe the used cryptographic techniques.133

A. SHARED SECRET—SECURE GROUP134

COMMUNICATION SCHEMES135

According to the definition by Cheikhrouhou [10] and136

Sakarindr and Ansari [16], an SGC scheme comprises two137

components: the group key management (GKM) and the138

group membership management (GMM).139

1) GROUP KEY MANAGEMENT (GKM)140

This component represents the fundamental security service141

in SGC schemes. Its purpose is to provide a secret group key,142

also known as the Traffic Encryption Key (TEK) [17], which143

is shared among the group members [10]. The shared group144

key allows to encrypt and sign group messages, authenticate145

members and messages, and authorize access to traffic and146

group resources [16]. Consequently, the strength of an SGC147

scheme depends mainly on the cryptographic strength of this148

group key and the key management protocol [16]. The GKM149

protocol defines how to generate, distribute, and update the150

group key. This group key update—also called the rekeying151

process—occurs either when the membership changes or152

periodically at fixed intervals [10].153

2) GROUP MEMBERSHIP MANAGEMENT (GMM)154

This component securely specifies a group’s membership155

operations. These operations run during the group creation156

process as well as the join and leave process. The GMM only157

defines the inclusion or exclusion of members, for exam-158

ple, in a list maintained by the group controller. The GMM159

takes over everything else that deals with corresponding key160

updates or the key distribution in the joining or leaving161

process. Moreover, when a new member joins the group,162

it should authenticate with the GMM before gaining access to163

the group. This restricted access to authorized members may164

mitigate potential identity-based attacks, such as imperson-165

ation, but also Denial of Service attacks. Additionally, com-166

promised members leave the group. Executing a membership167

operation requires renewing the group key and potentially 168

other keys using the GKM component. 169

B. CRYPTOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUES 170

This section describes different types of cryptographic tech- 171

niques, such as symmetric or asymmetric cryptography. 172

These techniques are prevalent in the compared SGC schemes 173

and impact their performance and also their level of security. 174

1) SYMMETRIC CRYPTOGRAPHY 175

In symmetric cryptography, algorithms use the same crypto- 176

graphic key for both encryption of the message and decryp- 177

tion of the corresponding ciphertext. They are faster than 178

asymmetric algorithms and allow the encryption of large 179

datasets. However, they require sophisticated mechanisms 180

to securely distribute the secret keys to the communicating 181

parties [18]. The only symmetric scheme used in SGC is the 182

XOR Cipher. 183

2) PUBLIC-KEY CRYPTOGRAPHY 184

Asymmetric cryptography, also known as public and private 185

key cryptography, uses two keys: a public key for encrypting 186

messages and a private key for decrypting ciphertexts. The 187

public key of a communicating party is publicly available, and 188

everybody can use it to encrypt a message. The idea of asym- 189

metric encryption is that only the owner of the corresponding 190

private key, which is unknown to anybody else, can decrypt 191

the message [19]. Asymmetric algorithms are much slower 192

than symmetric ones. In practice, this performance disadvan- 193

tage of asymmetric encryption schemes is mitigated by using 194

asymmetric encryption only to exchange a key, which is then 195

used with higher-performance symmetric encryption. In the 196

following, we present asymmetric schemes used for SGC. 197

• One-way Function: Informally described, a one-way 198

function is a function where the computation in one 199

direction is simple, while the computation in the reverse 200

direction is much more difficult. More formally, it is a 201

function f with domain X and range Y , where f (x) is 202

‘simple’ to compute for all x ∈ X , but for ’virtually all’ 203

y ∈ Y it is ‘computationally unfeasible’ to find any x so 204

that f (x) = y [20, pp. 1-2]. 205

• Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange: The Diffie-Hellman 206

(DH) Key Exchange or key agreement protocol enables 207

two users who have not previously ‘met’ to establish 208

a shared, symmetric key over an insecure channel. The 209

original protocol uses integer operations in a multiplica- 210

tive group and was susceptible to Man in the Middle 211

attacks. Variations and updated protocols of DH have 212

since been proposed that provide key authentication to 213

mitigate such attacks [21]. 214

• Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC): ECC is an accepted 215

public key cryptosystem and an alternative to con- 216

ventional cryptosystems such as RSA and ElGamal. 217

It provides the highest strength-per-bit of any other 218

cryptosystem known today. Significantly smaller key 219
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sizes compared to other public key cryptosystems allow220

obtaining equivalent security. This is an ideal feature,221

especially for applications such as smart cards or wire-222

less sensor networks where memory and computing223

power are limited. Elliptic curves apply to key agree-224

ment, digital signatures, pseudorandom generators, and225

other tasks [22].226

3) PSEUDORANDOM GENERATOR (PRG)227

Pseudorandom generators create seemingly random228

sequences of numbers in deterministic devices such as com-229

puters. Since all algorithms are strictly deterministic and230

therefore would be easily reversible, we require randomly231

chosen sequences. Therefore, PRGs must be unpredictable,232

and there must not exist any efficient algorithm that can pre-233

dict the next ‘random’ bit with a probability non-negligibly234

higher than 0.5 after receiving the previous output bits from235

the PRG [23].236

4) PSEUDORANDOM FUNCTION (PRF)237

A pseudorandom function is a deterministic and efficient238

function that returns seemingly random output, indistinguish-239

able from truly random sequences. Such functions rely on240

PRGs. In contrast to PRGs, they can accept any input data241

in addition to the internal state. The input may be arbitrary,242

but the output must always ‘look’ completely random. A PRF243

with an output indistinguishable from random sequences is a244

secure one [24].245

III. RELATED WORK246

As defined in Section II-A, Secure Group Communication247

scheme (SGC) schemes consist of two main components:248

group key management and group membership management.249

Several surveys cover the former, which is the core compo-250

nent of SGC schemes [2], [16], [17], [25], [26], [27], [28],251

[29], [30], [31]. As for the latter, it has not received the252

same amount of attention. Many papers only define a group253

key management (GKM) component when presenting a new254

scheme.255

Existing surveys mention various relevant factors when256

comparing GKM or SGC schemes regarding security and257

efficiency. However, in most cases, these factors appear spo-258

radically without a systematic comparison of every consid-259

ered scheme regarding each factor in detail. Li and Wu [31]260

name and partly investigate the factors’ computation effi-261

ciency, transmission efficiency, and storage efficiency of262

their surveyed GKM schemes. Furthermore, for some studied263

schemes, they also examine whether they meet the security264

requirements of forward and backward secrecy or collu-265

sion resistance. Jiang and Hu [29] and others [10], [16],266

[17], [25], [27] mention similar metrics for comparison,267

namely computation costs, storage requirements, communi-268

cation cost of the rekeying process, and the frequency of269

key updates. However, similar to Li and Wu [31], most of270

these surveys do not present a systematic and comprehensive271

evaluation of GKM schemes regarding the different relevant272

factors as provided in our survey. Mapoka [17] also name 273

key independence as another security requirement. In addi- 274

tion to forward and backward secrecy, Xiao et al. [27] and 275

others [10], [16] mention more security features, namely 276

member authentication as well as message confidentiality 277

and integrity. In surveys focused on group key manage- 278

ment in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) [10], [16], the 279

authors also consider the networkmodel ofWSNs required by 280

the schemes. Moreover, they name further security require- 281

ments, such as node compromise robustness and group 282

independence. 283

Table 1 gives an overview of the factors existing surveys 284

use or mention when evaluating GKM or SGC schemes com- 285

pared to our work. In contrast to existing work, our survey 286

examines these factors in detail for each scheme, presenting a 287

systematic and extensive comparison. We also consider more 288

than twice as many SGC schemes as the existing surveys. 289

Many surveys focus on one category of SGC schemes, 290

typically either the centralized [28] or contributory [32], [33] 291

category. Only a few papers have surveyed more than one 292

category. For example, [26] discusses centralized and dis- 293

tributed dynamic key management schemes. Additionally, 294

existing surveys either discuss general schemes [27], [34] or 295

focus on a specific type of GKM [26], [28], [30]. Jiang and 296

Hu [29] only survey centralized and decentralized schemes, 297

while Mapoka [17] categorize the protocols into network 298

independent and network dependent. Li and Wu [31] divide 299

key management (according to differences in the topology) 300

into five classes: centralized, broadcast, hierarchical, sub- 301

groups, and distributed architectures. Xiao et al. [27] classify 302

schemes focusing on the following seven techniques of key 303

management: single network-wide key, pairwise key estab- 304

lishment, trusted base station, public key schemes, key pre- 305

distribution, dynamic key management, and hierarchical key 306

management. As for Klaoudatou et al. [30], they focus only 307

on cluster-based approaches. Rafaeli and Hutchison [25], 308

and Renugadevi et al. [2] survey the categories centralized, 309

distributed, and decentralized; however, these surveys do not 310

provide a detailed comparison of the efficiency and security 311

of a large number (47) of SGC schemes, as we do. 312

We use the metrics storage costs, communication costs, 313

computation costs, key update frequency, and types of used 314

cryptography to compare the efficiency of the schemes. 315

Additionally, we evaluate the security of the 47 schemes 316

regarding forward and backward secrecy, instant rekeying, 317

message integrity, message confidentiality, member authen- 318

tication, compromise robustness, and group independence. 319

Of the existing surveys, only [10] directly addresses the 320

important question of scheme suitability for a given appli- 321

cation scenario. Moreover, [25] is deprecated and missing 322

important new schemes since it was published in 2003. 323

Only [10] provides detailed assistance for developers in 324

choosing an appropriate scheme from the large number of 325

existing schemes. We also provide such decision support in 326

the form of guidelines supported by a decision tree. Com- 327

pared to [10], our decision tree (1) considers not only 22 but 328
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TABLE 1. Delimitation of our survey form related work.

FIGURE 2. Illustration of related surveys on SGC schemes and the scope
of this survey.

47 SGC systems, (2) analyzes not only ten but twelve aspects,329

(3) considers not only three but four decision factors, and330

(4) considers not only performance but also security features.331

IV. SURVEY METHODOLOGY332

In this section, we first describe our literature research333

approach for collecting SGC schemes. Then, we present334

our classification, comprising the three main categories cen-335

tralized, distributed/contributory, and decentralized/hybrid.336

Based on this classification, we classify our collected SGC337

scheme set. After that, in Section IV-B, we describe the338

performance metrics and security features we use as a basis339

for comparing different SGC schemes. In Section IV-C,340

we subsequently present our approach for deriving guidelines341

together with a decision tree to provide assistance for devel-342

opers. These recommendations aim at supporting the scheme343

selection for a given application scenario. Figure 3 illustrates344

our general approach, visualizing the sequence of its main345

steps described in the following sections.346

A. SECURE GROUP COMMUNICATION347

SCHEME CATEGORIES348

First, we conducted a literature research on secure group com-349

munication and group key management schemes. As initial350

data sources, we used the already existing surveys on Group 351

Key Management (GKM) and SGC [10], [16], [17], [25], 352

[27], [29]. We applied the forward snowballing technique on 353

these surveys to discover further schemes. This allows us to 354

find more surveys and other papers describing or proposing 355

new schemes. For data selection, we defined the following 356

inclusion and exclusion criteria. If a paper proposes an SGC 357

scheme that fully defines a GKM, we include it into our set 358

of schemes if it is not already present. On the other hand, 359

we exclude schemes from our set that do not fully define 360

a GKM or fit none of our three categories. As a result, 361

we identified and gathered a total of 47 different protocols 362

as the main schemes proposed in literature. 363

While investigating existing GKM and SGC surveys, 364

we discovered minor inconsistencies regarding the termi- 365

nology used for the categories of group key management. 366

Many researchers, such as [2], [25], categorize key manage- 367

ment into centralized, decentralized, and distributed proto- 368

cols. Sakarindr and Ansari [16] use the categories centralized, 369

distributed, and contributory. Cheikhrouhou [10] divide key 370

management into centralized, contributory, and hybrid pro- 371

tocols. These inconsistent labels mainly refer to the same 372

categories and are, therefore, interchangeable. Researchers 373

using the term distributed refer to the same type of GKM pro- 374

tocols as the ones using the term contributory. Another name 375

for this category is Group Key Agreement (GKA), as each 376

member contributes to establish a common group key [2] , 377

without the presence of a trusted third party. The counter- 378

part to the distributed/contributory approaches are the cen- 379

tralized approaches, not requiring communication between 380

the group members to establish a group key. However, with 381

centralized approaches, a trusted third party must be present. 382

A mixture of both approaches are the hybrid approaches 383

in [10], in which on the one hand a trusted third party is 384

present, but on the other hand the group members also have 385

to communicate among each other to establish a common 386

group key. This is usually done by dividing a group into 387

subgroups managed by group members. Literature refers to 388

this approach also as decentralized, even though a third party 389

is present. This leads us to our SGC scheme classification 390

into three categories: centralized, distributed/contributory, 391
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FIGURE 3. Visualization of the major steps in our approach in this survey.

TABLE 2. Our classification of all collected 47 schemes into the categories
centralized, distributed/contributory, and decentralized/hybrid.

and decentralized/hybrid. In Figure 3, the classification step392

illustrates the differences between these categories in terms of393

group key management. We classify all 47 SGC schemes into394

one of these three categories (see Table 2). In the following,395

we describe these categories in more detail:396

1) CENTRALIZED SGC SCHEMES397

In centralized schemes, a central trusted entity, called the398

Group Controller (GC), manages the group. This includes399

managing the joining and leaving ofmembers and the renewal400

of the group key. The GC is the only entity that controls401

both the GKM and the GMM component of an SGC scheme.402

Therefore, the GC handles the majority of the workload [10].403

This centralized approach seeks to minimize computational404

costs and storage requirements on the side of the group405

members [25]. Advantages of centralized schemes are the406

high security of key selection and generation, as well as the 407

efficiency of the symmetric key encryption [10]. However, 408

the GC represents a single point of failure and also a possible 409

performance bottleneck. If the GC of a centralized system 410

fails, the system can no longer function. Since the GC is the 411

only entity managing the whole group, it is the main target of 412

attacks on centralized systems [10]. The majority of the SGC 413

schemes we compared belong to this category. 414

2) DISTRIBUTED/CONTRIBUTORY SGC SCHEMES 415

In distributed SGC schemes, the group members collabo- 416

rate to manage the group without a central authority [25]. 417

Thus, distributed schemes have the advantage of fault toler- 418

ance [10], since no single entity is responsible for distributing 419

and generating the keys [25]. However, this comes at the 420

expense of higher computational costs on the side of the group 421

members and other drawbacks, such as increased energy 422

consumption for the devices [10]. 423

3) DECENTRALIZED/HYBRID SGC SCHEMES 424

In decentralized architectures, a central unit carries out some 425

tasks, while others require cooperation. These decentral- 426

ized protocols aim at achieving both efficiency and fault 427

tolerance [10]. A very common approach in decentralized 428

schemes is to divide the group management among SGC. 429

The goal of using SGC schemes is to minimize the problem 430

of concentrating all the workloads on a single entity [25]. 431

Another approach is to assign the group key generation to 432

a group controller in a centralized manner, while having the 433

group key distribution done contributory by all group mem- 434

bers [10]. We classify such hybrid schemes as decentralized, 435

since they generally have similar characteristics as traditional 436

decentralized protocols. Therefore, we named this category 437

decentralized/hybrid. 438

B. EVALUATION CRITERIA FOR SGC SCHEMES 439

We have to compare these schemes in terms of security 440

features, and performance metrics to derive SGC scheme 441
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selection guidelines for specific use cases. We identify442

relevant security features and performance metrics that443

we extracted frommultiple surveys [10], [16], [17], [25], [27],444

[29]. In the following, we first present the relevant security445

features [10], [16]:446

1) MESSAGE INTEGRITY AND CONFIDENTIALITY447

Preventing message manipulation, for example, by hashing448

and signing the message using strong encryption keys [16].449

Message confidentiality means that only authorized mem-450

bers can learn meaningful information from the message.451

In addition, data circulating within a group must stay con-452

fidential and accessible only to group members. This is done453

by encrypting the message with a key shared among the454

members [10].455

2) BACKWARD AND FORWARD SECRECY456

Backward/forward secrecy ensures that recipients can only457

decrypt messages exchanged while they are a group mem-458

ber [25]. Each time the membership changes, the group459

key changes to ensure backward/forward secrecy. This460

way, new/revoked members cannot decrypt messages sent461

before/after they joined/left the group [25].462

3) MEMBER AUTHENTICATION463

The identity of a potential new member requires verifica-464

tion before giving it access to the group communication.465

This authentication mitigates identity-based attacks. It can466

be achieved by using a group key, a pairwise key, or a467

certificate [16].468

4) ROBUSTNESS AGAINST COMPROMISED MEMBERS469

An attacker can compromise one or more group members.470

In this case, the SGC scheme should reject these members471

from the group to stop data from being further revealed. This472

can be done, for example, by updating the group key upon473

detection and not revealing this new key to the compromised474

members [10].475

5) GROUP INDEPENDENCE476

Since members of one groupmay also belong to other groups,477

security parameters should be independent. Consequently,478

a compromised group does not affect other groups with over-479

lapping sets of members [10].480

In addition to security requirements, SGC schemes should481

be as efficient as possible. Many devices in modern group482

communication applications have limited resources, such as483

low memory, computing capacity, and battery life [26]. Thus,484

the following metrics can be used to determine the perfor-485

mance of an SGC scheme:486

6) STORAGE REQUIREMENTS487

Many devices, especially in wireless group communication488

(e.g., sensor nodes), only have limited memory capacity.489

Hence, the number of keys that must be stored on devices490

to protect the group communication must be as low as 491

possible [10]. 492

7) COMPUTATION AND COMMUNICATION COSTS 493

Usually, devices in wireless communication, especially in 494

modern IoT applications, only have low-power CPUs. Thus, 495

SGC schemes must limit their computation costs. Addition- 496

ally, the number of messages exchanged by a component of 497

an SGC scheme should be minimal. This low communica- 498

tion cost avoids battery/energy drain and possible failures of 499

group member devices [10]. 500

8) CRYPTOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUES 501

The used cryptographic techniques in SGC schemes impact 502

their performance. 503

9) KEY UPDATE FREQUENCY 504

Group key renewal as part of the rekeying process either 505

occurs periodically or at membership change [10]. This time- 506

or member-driven frequency significantly impacts the per- 507

formance of an SGC scheme. Every key renewal implies 508

generating and distributing a new key, causing expensive 509

communication and computation overhead [29]. Thus, the 510

number of key updates should be as low as possible. 511

We use the big O notation to describe the storage, com- 512

munication, and computation costs asymptotically, enabling 513

comparability between the schemes. For schemes where the 514

costs are not already explicitly stated in this form, we map 515

costs into this standardized form. The storage cost refers to 516

the number of keys stored at the GC and at group members. 517

The number of messages that must be sent for rekeying, or at 518

a join or leave event, comprises the communication cost of an 519

SGC scheme. 520

C. DECISION FACTORS SGC SCHEME SELECTION 521

We identify the main scenarios and constraints related to 522

group communication applications that serve as decision fac- 523

tors to develop recommendations and construct a decision 524

tree to select SGC schemes for different application domains. 525

One decision factor that nearly all papers on key manage- 526

ment or SGC mention is the group size [2], [10], [16], [17], 527

[25], [26], [27], [28], [29], [30], [31]. The group size has 528

an immense impact on the performance of an SGC scheme 529

since the number of members can be highly diverse [77]. The 530

number of members can range from less than 10 (e.g., devices 531

communicating in a smart home) to far more than 1000 532

(e.g., sensor nodes deployed in military applications) [10]. 533

We consider a group to be small if it comprises less than 534

100 members. Otherwise, the group is as large [77]. 535

Another decision factor frequently appearing in the liter- 536

ature is the group’s dynamism [2], [10], [29], [31], which 537

refers to two group characteristics. First, group membership 538

can change in a highly dynamic way or remain rather static. 539

This can possibly require an SGC scheme to handle very 540

frequent key updates [31]. Second, the dynamism of a group 541

can also refer to its topology. For example, members are often 542
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static in indoor applications or environmental monitoring.543

In contrast, there are applications where members, such as544

devices or sensors, might move or be destroyed. This can lead545

to dynamic changes in the group’s topology [10]. In addition,546

membership changes mentioned before may also make the547

group topology more or less dynamic, depending on their548

frequency [2].549

Furthermore, we identified the group controller perfor-550

mance to be another decision factor [25], [29], [77]. Some551

schemes, especially centralized ones, require a powerful552

GC [29]. Group communication applications may include a553

strong GC with abundant resources, such as a PC at home in554

a smart home environment [5]. However, other applications555

may only support a resource-constrainedGC. This is common556

in many WSNs (e.g., in healthcare applications, where com-557

municating sensors may be attached to a patient’s body [10]).558

Therefore, the choice of a schememust also consider whether559

its application can provide a powerful group controller or not.560

Another decision factor that we identified is energy sup-561

ply [2], [77]. In some applications, devices might be able562

to get power directly from an unlimited energy source, such563

as in industrial process control [77]. Scenarios with similar564

conditionsmay also offer the possibility of regularly restoring565

batteries or other energy sources [77]. However, many appli-566

cations (e.g., in environmental monitoring) have limited non-567

replenishable energy resources [10], [77]. Hence, we also568

have to consider an SGC’s energy consumption.569

Besides these decision factors, each applicationmight have570

different security requirements [77]. Especially IoT appli-571

cations can have various levels of required security [5].572

For example, security is a crucial aspect of WSNs in mili-573

tary applications [10]. Thus, the required security features,574

described in Section II, are also decision factors.575

Based on these decision factors, we construct decision trees576

to support developers in choosing SGC schemes. One practi-577

cal approach is to introduce binary categories. For example,578

groups can be classified into small, with less than 100 mem-579

bers, or large, with more than 1000 members. Accordingly,580

SGC schemes differ based on whether they support large581

groups or not [77]. Similarly, a binary distinction can be582

introduced for the remaining decision factors. We represent583

this in our decision tree by introducing a decision node that584

splits the tree into two subtrees for each main decision factor.585

However, we first need corresponding information about the586

performance and security features of the different schemes to587

build our decision tree and thus guidelines for the choice of588

SGC schemes.589

V. CENTRALIZED GROUP MANAGEMENT APPROACHES590

In this section, we discuss the performance and security of591

centralized SGC schemes. A more detailed description of592

the functionality of the considered schemes can be found in593

the supplemental material. We have divided the comparison594

into three tables. Table 3 explains the notation used in these595

tables. Table 4 and Table 5 summarize the performance of596

the centralized schemes. The terms low, medium, and high597

TABLE 3. Notation used in Tables 4, 5, 7, and 10.

describe how a scheme performs in that specific category 598

compared to the other approaches. Table 6 summarizes the 599

security features of centralized schemes. Tables 4 and 5 illus- 600

trate that different schemes achieve varying results in terms of 601

performance and apply different techniques. Some schemes 602

are significantly more efficient than others; however, they 603

may pose unbearable risks to the security of the group to 604

achieve such results. 605

GKMP provides remarkable performance in terms of 606

storage, communication, and computation costs, but this is 607

achieved at the expense of compromising the forward secrecy. 608

ELK, SGCSH, SGR, andHSHKDuse a timed rekey to decou- 609

ple the refreshing of the group key from any membership 610

changes. The downside of this periodic rekey is that it could 611

either violate forward and backward secrecy for a short time 612

until the next update happens, or impose small delays in 613

the joining or leaving process, such as in ELK. Among the 614

centralized approaches, the ones using a key tree hierarchy 615

seem to be preferable. The first scheme of that kind is LKH 616

together with its improved extensions and variants, such as 617

LKH+, OFT, OFCT, S2RP, LARK, and TKH. These schemes 618

reduce the communication cost to O(log(n)), but this could 619

still be high for devices with limited resources, such as sensor 620

nodes in WSNs. 621

The schemes SGCSH, SGR, and HSHKD try to solve the 622

problem of not receiving a key update due to unreliable chan- 623

nels or other similar problems. In these so-called self-healing 624

protocols, members can recover lost keys based on previ- 625

ously received ones. This avoids repetitive retransmission of 626

key update messages. These advantages come at the cost of 627

imposing a limited group lifetime, after which a new group 628

has to be reestablished. SKDC, XKFS, SBSA, KMGC, and 629

CL-EKM rekey the group by sending an encrypted message 630

for each member, limiting the scalability of these schemes. 631

SeGCom and LEAP require synchronization between mem- 632

bers since they use µTesla. According to [78], [79], this 633

can be hard to achieve in highly distributed applications, 634

such as WSNs. Most schemes do not provide the GMM 635
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TABLE 4. Comparison of centralized SGC schemes in terms of performance (Part 1).

TABLE 5. Comparison of centralized SGC schemes (Part 2).

component, but only describe the GKM component. There-636

fore, member authentication has to be handled separately.637

SGR, SegCom, KMGC, and CL-EKM provide member638

authentication.639

VI. DISTRIBUTED/CONTRIBUTORY GROUP 640

MANAGEMENT APPROACHES 641

In this section, we compare distributed/contributory SGC 642

schemes in terms of security and performance. A more 643
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TABLE 6. Comparison of the centralized SGC schemes in terms of security features.

detailed description of the functionality of the consid-644

ered schemes can be found in the supplemental material.645

Tables 7, 8, and 9 summarize the performance and secu-646

rity of the distributed/contributory schemes. Table 3 explains647

the used notation. In the case of distributed/contributory648

approaches, we only have one column for storage costs since649

most schemes from this category do not have a GC. More-650

over, we introduce a new column called rounds. One round651

includes all the messages that can be communicated simulta-652

neously. It is an important property in distributed approaches,653

whether the number of protocol rounds is independent of the654

number of group members [3]. Table 9 compares the schemes655

according to their security features.656

In distributed/contributory schemes that do not depend on657

a group leader, such as DH-LKH, D-OFT, BD, and G-DH, all658

members are equal. The failure of amember will not affect the659

whole group. Contrary, schemes that require a leader, such as660

D-LKH, Octopus, CKA, or DFT, suffer heavily from leader661

failure. Schemes that include a fixed number of rounds to662

set up a common group key (e.g., CKA) are independent of663

the number of members in terms of interactions among them.664

They can reduce the setup time by offering the possibility to665

do a set of computations in parallel. Nevertheless, they rely666

on a leader to accumulate the contributions from all other667

members and broadcast them. This dependence on a powerful668

leader is a downside we discussed before.669

The contributory approaches generally impose high com-670

putation costs, especially on the group leader, since they are671

often based on asymmetric or polynomial computations. For672

this reason, these schemes, such as SHM, CRGR, or BKM,673

are less suitable for applications that include devices with674

limited resources. GKMST and PCGR are appropriate for675

applications with constrained resources due to their perfor-676

mance. However, they introduce other downsides, such as677

PCGR not supporting joining and leaving of members after 678

setup or EGKMST being susceptible to member compromise 679

attacks. 680

VII. DECENTRALIZED/HYBRID GROUP 681

MANAGEMENT APPROACHES 682

In this section, we discuss the performance and security of 683

decentralized/hybrid SGC schemes. A more detailed descrip- 684

tion of the functionality of the considered schemes can be 685

found in the supplemental material. Table 10 and Table 11 686

summarize the performance of the distributed schemes. 687

Table 3 explains the notation. Table 12 compares the schemes 688

according to their security features. 689

SMKD achieves good performance results, but just like 690

centralized GKMP, it uses a KEK known to all members to 691

encrypt the next group key, compromising forward secrecy. 692

MARKS and Kronos do not provide key independence. 693

Kronos generates the new keys based on previous ones. If an 694

attacker compromises any of the old keys, the attacker will 695

have access to all future keys. This is also true for MARKS 696

with a compromised seed. MARKS, Kronos, and DEP use 697

a timed rekey that leads to delays of the group key after a 698

member has joined or left the group. That member may then 699

have unauthorized access to group communication until the 700

next rekey happens. 701

Some schemes limit the key update to the subgroup where 702

the change has occurred to solve the problem of making all 703

members change their keys on a membership change. This is 704

achieved by each subgroup using its own key for communica- 705

tion within the group. However, this has the consequence that 706

when messages are exchanged between groups, the messages 707

for the other group must be encrypted with the other group’s 708

key. Therefore, in this solution of different keys for each 709

subgroup, direct interference with the data path is required. 710
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TABLE 7. Comparison of distributed SGC schemes (Part 1).

TABLE 8. Comparison of distributed SGC schemes (Part 2).

TABLE 9. Comparison of the distributed SGC schemes in terms of security features.

An example scheme for this is Iolus. Moreover, some decen-711

tralized schemes only propose a framework or an architecture712

for large-scale group key management without approaching713

the question of how to distribute keys to members within714

subgroups efficiently.715

Schemes, such as SMKD, IGKMD, DEP, and CS, depend 716

on the GC in the process of group key generation or for 717

controlling access additionally to using SGCs. The failure of 718

this central GC affects the whole group. Schemes are also 719

less scalable when contacting the GC each time to verify 720
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TABLE 10. Comparison of decentralized SGC schemes. Part 1.

TABLE 11. Comparison of decentralized SGC schemes. Part 2.

TABLE 12. Comparison of the distributed SGC schemes in terms of security features.

whether a membership is valid. DEP solves the problem of721

establishing trust between third-party entities (the SGCs) by722

dual encryption.723

Decentralized/hybrid schemes are generally scalable by724

design and more suitable for applications with resource-725

constrained devices. They require low costs regarding726

storage, communication, and computation. RiSeG and its727

improvement LNT are specially designed for WSNs.728

VIII. GUIDELINES FOR CHOOSING SGC SCHEMES 729

In this section, we present guidelines summarizing the results 730

from the comparison of SGC schemes in Sections V–VII. 731

These guidelines are intended to assist developers in 732

choosing an appropriate and efficient scheme to integrate 733

security into their group communication application. The 734

guidelines comprise performance and security points of 735

view. 736
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A. PURE PERFORMANCE-DRIVEN SGC737

SCHEME SELECTION738

For our performance-driven scheme selection, we only cover739

the schemes performing best based on our evaluation results740

in the previous sections. We first look at the best schemes741

in each category and then present cross-category guidelines,742

illustrated in Figure 4.743

1) GUIDELINES FOR CENTRALIZED SGC SCHEMES744

SGC schemes from the central category, described and com-745

pared in Section V, require reliable communication between746

the GC and the members. If a member misses a key update747

due to a temporary connection issue, the member can no748

longer participate in the group communication. Additionally,749

frequent membership changes create much stress on the GC,750

the single entity managing the whole group. Therefore, these751

schemes are generally more suitable for static applications.752

SKDC is a simple approach that scales poorly and requires753

a powerful GC as well as an unlimited energy supply. How-754

ever, it is an option when simplicity is key there are no755

resource constraints. GKMP compromises forward secrecy,756

and its approach of creating an entirely new group on each757

leave event does not scale. However, if the application does758

not intend for members to leave the group, it is suitable for759

larger groups with limited energy supply, both for weak and760

powerful GCs.761

LKH and its extensions are suitable for larger groups. The762

improved schemes are obviously preferable. LKH+ halves763

the size of rekey messages on join events, while OFT and764

OFCT additionally halve the key update message for leave765

events. S2RP introduces the authentication of rekeymessages766

and supports a variety of different grouping topologies when767

using its extension LARK. In addition to reducing rekey768

messages, TKH also supports resource-constrained GCs.769

LEAP is another very efficient centralized SGC scheme.770

It scales well and works power and storage limited GC. LEAP771

requires synchronization between members since it uses772

µTesla. Furthermore, it is not suitable for highly dynamic773

applications, as all members must establish a communica-774

tion link with each of their neighbors. SeGCom requires775

low storage costs for the GC and members, but imposes776

high communication and computation costs.Moreover, it also777

requires synchronization since it uses µTesla. SGCSH, SGR,778

and HSHKD are so-called self-healing schemes that enable779

a member to recover a lost key. They are more appropriate780

for dynamic groups. However, they rekey periodically, which781

could violate backward and forward secrecy until the next key782

update. Membership changes should be as few as possible783

to reduce this security issue. Therefore, self-healing schemes784

should not be used in large groups, since these typically785

include frequent membership changes.786

2) GUIDELINES FOR DISTRIBUTED SGC SCHEMES787

Distributed SGC schemes, described and compared in788

Section VI, impose very high communication costs. In large789

groups, these schemes lead to high bandwidth usage and 790

energy consumption. Hence, these approaches should only be 791

used in applications with few members or unlimited energy 792

supply. Additionally, in distributed schemes, the group mem- 793

bers generate the group key collaboratively, requiring a con- 794

nection between the members. Thus, distributed approaches 795

are more appropriate for static groups with reliable commu- 796

nication channels. 797

DH-LKH, D-OFT, BD, and G-DH require no group leader 798

in the group key generation process. These schemes rather 799

distribute the computation costs among all members. In con- 800

trast to the other three approaches, G-DH does not distribute 801

the costs equally since the number of exponential operations 802

increases with each member in the sequence of the key gen- 803

eration. D-LKH, DH-LKH, and D-OFT exhibit the lowest 804

communication costs of all distributed schemes. The latter 805

two also have a decent overall performance. DH-LKH and 806

D-OFT require no GC and are suitable for small groups and 807

devices with limited energy supply. 808

SGRS imposes very low computational costs for the mem- 809

bers, especially since they only execute hash and XOR opera- 810

tions. Thus, this scheme is very suitable for small deviceswith 811

a low-power CPU applications. SHM, CRGR, and BKM, 812

as well as Octopus and CKA, require large computations by a 813

member who takes the role of a group leader or a separate GC. 814

Thus, they are not appropriate for applications with a weak 815

GC or none. EGKMST is a scalable and efficient scheme 816

regarding storage and computation, making it suitable for 817

large static groups without a powerful GC. PCGR integrates 818

security against member compromise attacks, but requires 819

synchronization between members. Moreover, PCGR does 820

not support joining and leaving after the group setup due to 821

the pre-distribution of keys. 822

3) GUIDELINES FOR DECENTRALIZED SGC SCHEMES 823

Decentralized SGC schemes generally provide good scal- 824

ability by dividing the group into subgroups managed by 825

SGCs. Thus, they aremore suitable for applicationswith large 826

groups. Additionally, by distributing the workload, more 827

entities can fail before affecting the group. This increases 828

the applicability of decentralized schemes for more dynamic 829

groups. 830

SMKD is a scheme that achieves excellent results in terms 831

of performance. Thus, it is very suitable for weak GCs and 832

devices with a limited energy supply. However, just like 833

centralized GKMP, it compromises forward secrecy, which 834

makes it inappropriate for applications with high security 835

requirements. The approaches Iolus and CS are only suit- 836

able for special applications that use one-to-many instead of 837

many-to-many communication. Iolus offers the advantage of 838

treating membership changes locally within the subgroup. 839

This makes it especially suitable for weak GCs and dynamic 840

groups, but its communication costs could drain the limited 841

energy of devices. 842

Since IGKMP, Kronos, RiSeG, and LNT impose low 843

storage, communication, and computation costs, they are 844
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more appropriate for applications with constrained resources845

and GC. Of course, they are also suitable for applica-846

tions with powerful GCs or infinite energy. Additionally,847

SMKD, IGKMP, and Kronos can handle frequent member-848

ship changes, making them useful in dynamic groups. Very849

frequent leave events in larger groups could still drain the850

energy of devices when using IGKMP. Hence, it is unsuited851

for large dynamic groups with a limited energy supply. Kro-852

nos should not be used in applications that have high security853

requirements since it generates the new group key based on854

the previous one. RiSeG includes a big delay in rekeying that855

scales linearly with the number of members. Consequently,856

RiSeG is not suitable for large groups. LNT reduces this857

delay to O(log(n)). Since these schemes have such a delay858

every time the membership changes, they are not suitable859

for dynamic groups with frequent membership changes. The860

scheme Alohali is another decentralized scheme with very861

low storage costs. It is appropriate for large groups as well,862

but its communication costs would quickly drain the energy863

of devices with a limited energy supply.864

4) CROSS-CATEGORY GUIDELINES FOR SGC SCHEMES865

In our cross-category guidelines focused on performance,866

we aim to address the characteristics and requirements of a867

given group communication application as closely as pos-868

sible. We use the decision factors described in Section IV869

(i.e., the group size, the group dynamism, the performance of870

the GC, and the energy supply) to construct a decision tree.871

Figure 4 illustrates our decision tree that recommends appro-872

priate schemes for each application characteristic. A reader873

who wishes to choose a suitable SGC scheme for a given874

application should use the decision tree as follows. The tree875

works top-down, starting at the first decision node, ‘size of876

groups’. At each decision node in the tree, the reader must877

follow the path that best corresponds to the specific feature878

of the groups in the considered application. As described879

in Section III, we make binary distinctions on each of these880

decision nodes. For example, at the first decision node, the881

reader has to follow the left branch if groups in the considered882

application scenario generally have less than 100 members883

and therefore are labeled small. Otherwise, the reader should884

follow the right branch leading to schemes that are more suit-885

able for larger groups. Accordingly, the groups can either be886

dynamic (with mobile members or highly frequent member-887

ship changes) or static (with a generally fixed topology and888

few membership changes). Regarding the GC performance,889

the application can either supply a GC with a sufficient CPU890

and memory, or only one with constrained resources, or none.891

The energy supply for devices in the group can either be892

unlimited or limited. Arriving at the bottom of the tree, the893

reader finds which schemes are most appropriate in terms of894

performance for the considered group communication appli-895

cation. Based on the decisions made on the way to each896

leaf, we also determined proposed schemes in each case.897

For example, the decision that the performance of the GC is898

weak/none results in the exclusion of centralized schemes,899 FI
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TABLE 13. Cumulative overview of which combination of security features are provided by which schemes.

whereas no category was excluded for a powerful GC. The900

decision of whether the group is static or dynamic, for exam-901

ple, entailed whether only considering group creation costs902

or also the costs of adding and removing members.903

In Figure 4, the more demanding application characteristic904

always branches to the right. Consequently, the right-most905

branch represents large and highly dynamic applications with906

a limited energy supply that can only support weak or no GC.907

While developing our guidelines and constructing the deci-908

sion tree, we discovered that most schemes are more appro-909

priate for rather static groups. The decision tree resembles910

this fact, as the recommendations on the very right side only911

contain few SGC schemes. Especially for very demanding912

applications with large and highly dynamic groups, we can913

only recommend a handful of approaches. In such cases, if the914

application additionally only supports devices with limited915

energy, we can just recommend a single scheme, namely Kro-916

nos. However, Kronos only achieves such excellent results917

by generating the new group key based on the previous one.918

Thus, security is at a severe risk since an attacker can com-919

promise any of the old keys to access all future ones. This920

example of Kronos illustrates our second observation: SGC921

schemes have to fulfill two conflicting goals: maximum effi-922

ciency vs. maximum security. The problem is that enhanced923

security often incurs more communication and computation924

costs, resulting in less efficiency. Despite this, many schemes925

can become more efficient if we can reduce the amounts of926

data transmitted between group members without compro-927

mising security.928

B. SECURITY-DRIVEN SGC SCHEME929

SELECTION GUIDELINES930

Table 13 presents an overview of the security features pro-931

vided by different schemes. This table shows that themethods932

SMKD, MARKS, Alohali, CRGR, EGKMST, GKMP, SGR, 933

HSHKD, SeGCom, XKFS, and SBSA each offer a unique 934

combination of security features. Since there is only one 935

scheme for each of these combinations of security features, 936

our guidelines for these cases are to simply select the corre- 937

sponding scheme in each case. 938

In the following, we now consider the cases where more 939

than one scheme enables the respective combination of secu- 940

rity features. We start with the set of schemes consisting 941

of S2RP and LARK. For this set, our guidelines call for 942

the selection of S2RP. The reason is that S2RP and LARK 943

are both centralized schemes and exhibit the same perfor- 944

mance except for communication costs. Regarding communi- 945

cation costs, S2RP is in O(log(n)) regardless of the topology, 946

whereas LARK may also be in O(n) in rare cases depending 947

on the topology. Thus, our guidelines recommend the selec- 948

tion of S2RP. 949

Next, we consider the combination of security features 950

provided by the centralized schemes ELK and LEAP. Our 951

guidelines recommend choosing LEAP because its perfor- 952

mance costs are always in the low range, whereas ELK’s costs 953

are in the medium to high range (see Table 4). 954

The schemes PCGR and SGCSH provide the same unique 955

combination of security features that no other scheme 956

provides. Although the two schemes offer the same combi- 957

nation of security features, they differ in their basic func- 958

tionality. SGCSH is a centralized scheme, while PCGR is a 959

distributed scheme. Accordingly, our guidelines recommend 960

that if a trusted, powerful, central authority is available, 961

SGCSH should be selected; otherwise, PCGR should be 962

selected. 963

The two decentralized schemes Kronos and DEP both 964

provide the same unique combination of security features. 965

Since both are decentralized and the performance costs of 966
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FIGURE 5. Decision tree illustrating our guidelines for the security-driven choice of a suitable SGC scheme for an application. More
demanding constraints are orange, while less demanding ones are blue.

Kronos are always in the low range, whereas the costs of DEP967

can also be in themedium range (see Table 10), our guidelines968

recommend the selection of Kronos.969

Our guidelines must also include a recommendation for970

the combination of security features only provided by KMGC971

and CL-EKM. Since both are centralized schemes and do not972

differ in terms of performance (see Table 4), a free choice973

between the two schemes is possible.974

Another set of schemes that offers a unique combination975

of security features consists of the distributed schemes BKM976

and DFT and the centralized scheme CFKM. Since CFKM977

achieves its good performance for group members only when978

a powerful, trustworthy, and centralized authority is in place,979

our guidelines recommend choosing CFKM only when such980

an authority exists. Otherwise, our guidelines recommend981

the choice of DFT. The reason for not recommending BKM982

without such an authority is that the performance costs of983

BKM are always in the high range. The costs of DFT are also984

almost all in the high range, but the storage costs in the low985

range (see Table 7).986

The next set of schemes with a unique combination of987

security features consists of the decentralized SLIMCAST,988

RiSeG, and LNT schemes. Here, our guidelines provide989

for a free choice between RiSeG and LNT, since the per-990

formance costs of SLIMCAST are only in the high range991

and those of RiSeG and LNT are only in the low range or992

identical.993

The largest set of schemes that offer the same combina-994

tion of security features consists of SKDC, LKH, LKH+,995

OFT, OFCT, TKH, EBS, D-LKH, DH-LKH, Octopus, CKA,996

D-OFT, SHM, SGRS, BD, G-DH, Iolus, and CS. Figure 5997

supports scheme selection. This decision tree is a shortened998

version of the decision tree in Figure 4, which considered999

all schemes, allowing for a more fine granular selection than1000

when only considering procedures with the same security1001

features.1002

IX. CONCLUSION 1003

Applications with groups of communicating devices are 1004

rapidly growing in importance as electronic communica- 1005

tion becomes more sophisticated. The emergence of the 1006

Internet-of-Things and fast network technologies such as 1007

5G are increasing the level and speed of connectivity, 1008

leading to even more group communication applications. 1009

Researchers proposed several schemes for secure group com- 1010

munication (SGC). These SGC schemes securely manage 1011

cryptographic keys in groups that use many-to-many commu- 1012

nication encrypted with a shared symmetric group key. The 1013

security and efficiency of SGC schemes vary significantly 1014

depending on the application and its group characteristics [3]. 1015

Developers who need to integrate security into group com- 1016

munication must choose one of the overwhelming number 1017

of SGC schemes. Additionally, they have to ensure that it is 1018

efficient and secure enough for their specific application. Our 1019

survey approached this problem by comparing and evaluating 1020

a total of 47 different SGC schemes in terms of security 1021

and efficiency. We covered the three main categories of SGC 1022

schemes: centralized, distributed, and decentralized. We used 1023

the metrics storage costs, communication costs, computa- 1024

tion costs, key update frequency, and types of cryptogra- 1025

phy used. We analyzed if each of the 47 schemes achieves 1026

the requirements of forward and backward secrecy, instant 1027

rekeying, message integrity, message confidentiality, member 1028

authentication, compromise robustness, and group indepen- 1029

dence. Moreover, we identified the most suitable and best- 1030

performing schemes for different scenarios of applications 1031

with communicating groups. These scenarios cover differ- 1032

ences in group size, group dynamism, the performance of the 1033

group controller, and the provided energy supply. Based on 1034

these results, we proposed guidelines to assist developers in 1035

choosing an appropriate scheme for their specific application 1036

requirements. We also illustrate our recommendations with 1037

decision trees that further facilitate the process of selecting 1038
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a scheme for a given application scenario. While developing1039

our guidelines, we observed that most schemes are more1040

appropriate to use in rather static groups. Especially for very1041

demanding applications with groups that are large in addition1042

to being highly dynamic, we can only recommend a handful1043

of SGC schemes. Our second observation is a fundamental1044

problem: SGC schemes have to fulfill two conflicting goals:1045

maximum efficiency and maximum security. The problem is1046

that enhanced security often requires more complex compu-1047

tations, resulting in less efficiency.1048

The development of approaches to address this problem is1049

an important objective for future work on group key man-1050

agement and secure group communication. Solutions have to1051

provide increased efficiency and scalability without having1052

a negative impact on security. Many existing schemes can1053

become more efficient if we can reduce the amounts of1054

data transmitted between group members without compro-1055

mising security. Nonetheless, novel approaches are necessary1056

to boost efficiency further while maintaining the level of1057

security.1058

Our survey provides the following two two benefits for1059

researchers in the field of group communication, as well as1060

developers integrating security into group communication.1061

First, we give a large and detailed overview of a total of1062

47 different SGC schemes from all the three main GKM cat-1063

egories, centralized, distributed, and decentralized. Second,1064

we provide extensive guidelines to assist developers in1065

integrating security into their group communication appli-1066

cations. These guidelines allow developers to easily select a1067

suitable SGC scheme providing efficient GKM for their spe-1068

cific application while satisfying all security requirements.1069
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